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Straightforward high-performance 
firewood processing
Making firewood is easier, faster and safer with the 
appropriate machine for the job. What this means 
for us is constant product development, in which 
every minor detail of the machine is thought out 
and tested with extreme care. This results in a high-
performance device that can be supplemented with 
diverse accessories, as necessary.

Japa firewood processors are designed and 
manufactured in Finland with decades of experience. 
The durable high-quality parts ensure the 
reliable operation that has come to be valued by 
professionals. Our product range features the perfect 
solution for all needs.

This is our area of expertise. Therefore, we know that 
you will be happy with your Japa firewood processor.



Perfect for detached houses 
and summer cottages
Japa® 315 is an excellent choice for shared use or 
part-time contract work. The processor is equipped 
with a log feed and splitting mechanism that 
minimises pusher movements. This makes cutting 
logs faster, shorter logs, in particular. The new 
pusher design facilitates the splitting of all log sizes, 
and the new blade is easier to use and adjust. 

Japa® 315 has a reinforced log press and full-length 
input belt, which make it faster, easier and safer 
to operate. The upgraded, adjustable log stopper 
is retracted during sawing, allowing the log to fall 
freely into the splitting channel.



Safe and easy to move
Japa® 315 offers extensive features and high capacity in 
a compact, mobile unit. We increased its capacity – the 
maximum log diameter is now 31 cm and length 50 cm.

Reliability, user comfort and safety were our priorities 
when designing this model. The re-designed Japa® 315 
meets all the current safety standards, and its active 
safety grills improve visibility inside the machine, 
making it easier to use. All the guards have been 
designed so as to ensure maximum visibility inside the 
processor, which makes, for example, maintaining the 
blade easy.



The widest range of  
accessories on the market
Choose the accessories you need from the 
extensive Japa® 315 range. Accessories include 
a log hoist, mechanic turning of the output 
conveyor, sawdust bag holder and six-way 
splitting knife.

We only use the best motors on the market in 
our Japa® firewood processors. Available motor 
types are combustion engine and electric motor.

The Road models also feature a folding light 
panel, which further speeds up the setting up 
of the machine for operation and transport. The 
Road models are also available without vehicle 
inspection equipment, in case the machine will 
not be transported on public roads.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 315TRH 315TR 315E 315BE
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HYDRAULICS

LOG CUTTING

LOG SPLITTING
MEASUREMENTS, WITHOUT CONVEYOR

POWER SOURCE

Hydraulic oil volume (l) - 30 30 30

Hydraulic chainsaw X X X X

X

X

13"/1.3 mm ange X X X

Cutting chain, 0.325" – 56 drive links X X X

Separate cutting chain lubrication, tank volume (l) 3 3 3 3

Max. diameter of log (cm) 31 31 31 31

Max. length of �rewood (cm) 50 50 50 50

Automatically retracting log stopper X X X X

Splitting power 5.6 t X X X X

60 60 60 60

Splitting blade, 2/4 ways

Splitting blade, 5 ways L L L L

L L L LSplitting blade, 6 ways
Splitting blade adjustment

Height (mm) 1400 1400 1400 1400

X X X X

X X X X Width (mm) 2130 2130 2130 2130

Depth (mm) 975 975 1000 1330

Weight (kg) 410 450 550 550

Tractor hydraulics, max. oil ow 30 l/min X

Tractor PTO 400 rpm

Electric motor, 4 kW (3x16A/400V) X

Combustion engine, 13 hp Honda X

Cylinder diameter (mm)

Hydraulic pump ow (l/min) - 30 30 30

Hydraulic drive

Conveyor turning device
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Conveyor belt width (mm)

- X X
- 200 200
- LL

ACCESSORIES 315TRH 315TR 315E 315BE

Cup holder L L L L

Saw dust bag holder L L L L

L L L L

Conveyor turning device, weight 20 kg

Log lifter, weight 45 kg

L L L L

O�road axle assembly, not suitable for road tra�c - - L L

- - L L

- - L L

- - L L

- - - L

Light axle assembly, not suitable for road tra�c

Suspended axle assembly, suitable for road tra�c

Light panel

Electric start

Individual approval

- - L L

TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS

Height (mm) 2120 2870 2550
Width (mm) 2630 2530 2530
Weight (kg) 25 78 98

MEASUREMENTS** 315TRH 315TR 315E 315BE

OUTPUT CONVEYOR OPTIONS* Discharge tray/1.6 m Short/2.3 m Long/3.8 m

Discharge tray/1.6 m Short/2.3 m Long/3.8 m



QUALITY FROM THE NORTH

Laitilan Rautarakenne Oy

www.japa.fi

Kusnintie 44, 23800 LAITILA Telephone +358 (2) 857 1200 info@japa.fi


